Quickly integrate and connect to the Verisk ecosystem

Personal Property
Many insurers now rely on third-party data and analytics to grow their business. But integrating new data sources and technology can demand significant IT resources and time.

Verisk backs its underwriting data solutions with a robust, flexible architecture to deliver near-instantaneous information when insurers need it.

Flexible integration options connect insurers to a vast array of proprietary data and underwriting analytics for quote prefill and scalable underwriting.

Whether the integrations fit within existing workflows or are needed to transform processes, Verisk stands by, ready to support you. Through our fast, efficient, and fully-supported onboarding process, insurers can tackle IT challenges with a solid plan, a dedicated team, and our commitment to collaborative customer service.

---

The response to recent economic disruptions accelerated the adoption of digital technologies by several years\(^1\)

But only if it checks the right boxes

- IT strategy alignment
- Low implementation cost
- Speed-to-market
- Mitigated execution risk
- Future business benefits

---

Dependable delivery across the policy life cycle

At point of sale, insurers need comprehensive data to quote new business quickly and accurately. At renewal, the focus shifts toward updating data more frequently to ensure appropriate coverage and up-to-date risk assessment. Regardless of the stage, critical data can be delivered when and where it's needed to help advance underwriting and rating strategies.

Consistent data, flexible options

However you choose to consume the data, you can be confident you’re receiving the same usable information you’ve come to expect from Verisk.
Help when you need it

Verisk offers a fast, efficient, and supported process to guide your implementation toward success and satisfaction in data usage. Our engagements are tailored specifically to your business needs and IT infrastructure.

1. **Preplanning**
   - Even before implementing with you, we create a dedicated team.
   - Aligns to your needs
   - Prepares plan

2. **Implementation**
   - The implementation plan is based on speed and efficiency.
   - Regular joint meetings
   - Meets deadlines
   - Defines resources

3. **Support**
   - We provide production support and training for the life of the relationship.
   - Single point of contact
   - User optimization
   - Monitor and assess progress

With a deep understanding of insurance technology and more than 50 years of experience managing large insurance datasets, Verisk is uniquely positioned to help ensure a smooth integration and continued, responsive support. After hundreds of successful implementations across numerous IT architectures, we know that no two insurers’ tech stacks and infrastructure are alike. Every business has unique needs and requirements. We're here to make it easy.

**Ready to invest in powerful underwriting analytics?**
**This is the IT support you deserve.**
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